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Abstract

Teaching of machine learning should aim at
the readiness to understand and implement
modern machine learning algorithms. To-
wards this goal, we often have course exer-
cises involving the student to solve a practical
machine learning problem involving a real-
life data set. The students implement the
programs of machine learning methods them-
selves and gain deep insight on the imple-
mentation details of the method. The down-
side of this approach is that time is devoted
on implementation aspects rather than ma-
chine learning. Complementary to this ap-
proach, we have designed a machine learn-
ing course exercise on a ready implementa-
tion of the Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm for finite mixture distributions of
multivariate Bernoulli distributions. We de-
scribe BernoulliMix — a program package
with a set of teaching examples and exercises
and report on the preliminary experiences in
our class of machine learning students. The
BernoulliMix package will be available under
a liberal open source license.

1. Introduction

On machine learning courses, theoretical background
is taught in classroom sessions with the help of an
lecturer, and pen-and-paper exercises are completed
and checked with the course assistant during the ex-
ercise sessions. In order to gain experience in solv-
ing practical machine learning problems, courses have
term projects, where students practice solving a ma-
chine learning problem of practical importance. The
term project usually involves a task and a data set, and
the students will implement a solution, run the experi-

ments, and write a report resembling a conference arti-
cle. On our courses with 5 ECTS credit units, the prac-
tical term project is estimated to take 1 ECTS worth
of work. The course is taught for the advanced Mas-
ter’s level students and beginning post-graduate stu-
dents and is part of the Macadamia Master’s program
in data mining and machine learning (Raiko et al.,
2008). Traditionally, the students have the task of im-
plementing a solution to the machine learning problem
from scratch. The most popular tool for the implemen-
tation has been Matlab (Mathworks, 1994). Although
Matlab supports quick prototyping, a large part of the
implementation work goes into handling inputs and
outputs and other practical annoyances and may di-
vert the focus of the student from machine learning
to ”just getting the programs to work” or particular
programming details on the chosen environment.

In enable the students to focus most of their effort
on machine learning and modeling, rather than pro-
gramming details, we have tried an alternative ap-
proach. We provide a ready implementation that has
been tested and well documented. This allows stu-
dents to concentrate on the machine learning aspects.
The term project contains problems, from which some
can be solved just by running the software, and some
require extending the software in some way, say im-
plementing cross-validation. We believe that the pro-
gram package may appeal to students in both machine
learning (Bishop, 2006) and data mining (Hand et al.,
2001).

In Section 2, we describe the history and the design
decisions behind BernoulliMix software package, the
individual programs implemented and continue by ex-
plaining the design and structure of documentation in
Section 3. We discuss the BernoulliMix package in Sec-
tion 4 in light of other possible solutions. In Section
5, we summarize our preliminary experiences about
BernoulliMix.
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2. BernoulliMix package

The BernoulliMix program package started out as bits
and pieces of an implementation while working on
earlier research contributions (Hollmén et al., 2003;
Tikka et al., 2007). Recently, additional programs
were implemented and the whole converged to a pack-
age with documentation and most importantly, exam-
ples and exercises for the machine learning courses in
mind. According to (Brooks, 1995), the full working
software system with documentation may take as much
as ten times the effort of the simple straightforward im-
plementation of the core functionality. In the current
effort, we have experienced the same, if not greater
overhead on top of the simple implementation effort.

Important aspects in the design of BernoulliMix
courseware package has been the compatibility with
a wide variety of different computing platforms, cor-
rectness and efficiency aspects, which is especially im-
portant for large-scale data mining applications, but
maybe most importantly, the simplicity of use for the
students. Simplicity is also supported by the choice
of focusing on a rather narrow subset of material on
a typical machine learning course, namely the finite
mixture models. Therefore, each of the typical tasks
in a machine learning setting has been implemented as
a separate program, each accessible as a command line
program executed in the Linux command shell. These
tasks include the initialization of the parameters (Sec-
tion 2.1), likelihood calculation with given data (Sec-
tion 2.2), learning from data (Section 2.3), sampling
from the mixture model (Section 2.4) and clustering
data with the mixture model (Section 2.5).

The mixture model used in the BernoulliMix package
is a finite mixture model of multivariate Bernoulli dis-
tributions (Wolfe, 1970), solely concentrating on mod-
eling of 0-1 (zero-one) data. The likelihood of the ob-
served data is readily calculated with

P (x) =

J∑

j=1

πj P (x | θj) =

J∑

j=1

πj

d∏

i=1

θxi

ji (1 − θji)
1−xi ,

where the data vector is x = (x1, . . . , xd), the data
is binary xi ∈ {0, 1} and the mixture model is pa-
rameterized by the mixing coefficients πj , j = 1, . . . , J

and the parameters for the component distributions
θj = (θj1, θj2, . . . , θjd), θij ∈ [0, 1]

2.1. Initialization of the mixture model

The parameters of the model are initialized by sam-
pling from the uniform distribution of desired range.
The mixing coefficients are initialized to be equal. The
model is written to a file or standard output. An ex-

ample command is

./bmix_init --clusters 2 --data-dim 3 \

--model tiny.model

which initializes a model with 2 component distribu-
tions for modeling 3-dimensional 0-1 data and writes
the model to a file.

2.2. Likelihood calculation

The likelihood of a data with a given mixture model
can be calculated either for the whole data or for each
data vector separately. Following the previous exam-
ple, an example command

./bmix_like --data my.data --model tiny.model

calculates the likelihood of the data in the data file
my.data with the previously initialized model.

2.3. Learning from data with EM algorithm

The learning of parameters in the framework of
maximum likelihood can be performed with the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Wolfe,
1970; Dempster et al., 1977). The following command
trains (or learns) a model with the EM algorithm.

./bmix_train --data my.data --model-in \

tiny.model --model trained.model \

--iterations 50

2.4. Sampling data from the mixture model

As the model is generative in nature, it is natural to
include a program to sample data from the mixture
model. The command

./bmix_sample --model trained.model \

--number-of-samples 100

samples 100 data samples from the model
trained.model with the ancestral sampling scheme
with the results printed on standard output.

2.5. Clustering data with the mixture model

Mixture model can be used in clustering by associating
a component distribution with a cluster. Clusters are
defined according to a maximum a posteriori rule. The
command

./bmix_cluster --data my.data --model \

trained.model --cluster 1

produces an output of data belonging to cluster 1.
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3. Documentation: usage, examples

and exercises

The documentation of the BernoulliMix program pack-
age has been written in Texinfo format, to make it
possible to produce both on-line documentation and
a printed manuals in dvi, ps and pdf formats easily.
In the documentation, there is very little background
theory on the models, rather references to the litera-
ture and available course books are given. It is stressed
that the documentation is not designed to be any kind
of replacement for a good text book on the topic. This
underlines the role of the package as an auxiliary mate-
rial to existing teaching material, not as a replacement
to it.

In writing the documentation, we have concentrated
on three aspects: the description of the usage of the
programs, usage examples with functional descrip-
tions, and the exercises. Each program is presented
separately with the technical descriptions of command
line options. Both long and short formats are avail-
able. The presentation of usage is followed by a hand-
ful of examples with the task described in the para-
graph. This presentation ties together the actual exe-
cution of the programs and the machine learning mod-
eling world taught in the classrooms. The examples
are followed by exercises that form the core of the
term project. The term project is to complete all the
exercises. The easiest exercises follow closely the pre-
sented examples, but often the students are required to
explain their findings more thoroughly. The most te-
dious one of the exercises is a model selection problem
in modeling DNA copy number amplifications with
a mixture model (Tikka et al., 2007; Myllykangas
et al., 2008), where the student is asked to select an
appropriate number of component distributions in a
cross-validation setting by performing a 5-fold-cross-
validation repeated 10 times for models ranging from
2 component distributions to 30.

4. Discussion

The counterargument raised by one the reviewers of
this contribution was that it might be preferable to
use one of the existing platforms for a machine learn-
ing course exercise rather than introduce yet another
system and implement everything from scratch. The
design goal of the BernoulliMix is to enable the stu-
dent to concentrate on modeling and machine learning
aspects in the term project, and therefore we should
minimize the effort to learn a new environment or
programming language. Matlab is widely known due
to its adoption on the earlier mathematics courses as
the tool. Other recognized programming tools among

the students are quite varied, including various pro-
gramming languages and mathematical programming
environments. One environment that every student
has been taught to use is the shell environment of
the UNIX/Linux type of operating systems. This has
guided us to introduce a command-line interface exe-
cuted in a shell environment and the implementation
to be such that it is easily compiled on a wide number
of computing environments with minimal effort. Also,
we tend to lean towards an open source implementa-
tion, which makes it possible to investigate and extend
the program code, including benefits claimed by others
(Sonnenburg et al., 2007). The current implementa-
tion is written in C programming language (Kernighan
& Ritchie, 1988). This provides compatibility with a
wide number of platforms and an efficient implementa-
tion, especially needed in the context of data mining.
On top of the existing programs, it should be relatively
easy to write interface functions for systems like Mat-
lab (Mathworks, 1994) and R (R Project, 1997). In
order to be realistically extensible by all students, the
documentation should also include a description of the
application program interface (API).

5. Summary and Conclusions

We have described our approach to a term project on
a machine learning course: instead of making a full
implementation of the programs needed to solve a ma-
chine learning problem, the students work with the
ready implementation and concentrate on the model-
ing and experimentation aspect. We have described
a courseware package and our preliminary experiences
with our current class of machine learning students,
who are completing the exercise. Our experience is
that the students have been helpful in providing tech-
nical feedback on compiling the programs on differ-
ent operating systems, and on the technical imple-
mentations of the programs. Most active students
have suggested improvements as regards to the gen-
eral cross-platform build commands that make the
program package available in many different platforms
with the C compiler.

Others have argued that there is a need for open source
software in machine learning (Sonnenburg et al.,
2007). When using open source packages in teach-
ing, the students will get used to using and possibly
extending existing software rather than rewriting ev-
erything from scratch. It also promotes the spirit of
sharing software in open source form.

After the exercise has been completed in the end of
this semester, feedback will be put in refining the ex-
ercises and the implementation. Also, time estimates
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for completing the exercises may be more accurately
given. After the feedback round, the implementation
and the documentation will be made available to the
machine learning and data mining community with a
liberal open source license.
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